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Course Summary

UK/EU Fees

This course is designed for professionals,
leaders and consultants who aspire to a stepchange in their leadership or consulting
practice, creating opportunities for self and
others, facilitating wisdom and development in
organisations, groups and communities.

Total course cost*
Typical annual fee**

Systemic leadership and consulting practices
are responsive to organisational challenges
and opportunities for personal, relational and
organisational
development.
Participants
develop ethical, relational and reflexive skills
and insights in systemic organisational practice
and theory.
With human interaction at its heart this course
is particularly suitable for professionals who
aspire to achieve with, through and for others corporate and business leaders, leaders in
health or care settings, social and community
workers, religious leaders, human resource
professionals, change agents, internal and
external consultants and many others.

Key features
• Work-related learning: practice development
through work related assignments
• Co-creative learning as community of
practice leveraging group diversity.
• Learning development facilitated by
inter-active blocked seminars and through
cutting edge e-learning infrastructure

Areas of study include
•
•
•
•

Organisational meaning making
Systemic coaching theory and practice
Reflexive interventions in complex systems
Dialogic approaches to organisational
development
• Research as ethical intervention

£ 4,500 (180 credits)
£ 1,500 (60 credits)

* fees valid for Feb 2014 start,
**annual fee pro rata to credits taken

Career opportunities
• The course develops you as a relational
leader within a systemic and social
constructionist framework of practice. It will
equip you to facilitate and co-create
meaning making in your organisation but
also to critically reflect on current
organisational practice and promote ethical
practice.

• You will develop leadership skills such as
team development, appraisal, coaching, the
facilitation
of
meetings,
conflict
management.
• You will become an agent for change,
development and organisational learning
who contributes to your organisation or your
clients' organisation from different systemic
consultation and coaching positions,
• You will form an identity as systemic
organisational research practitioner with
your own research experience and
contribution to ethical organisational practice
development.
• Some graduates decide to expand and
deepen their systemic insight and practice
through a Professional Doctorate in
Systemic Practice.
The course is profoundly open for participants
to shape their learning experience to meet their
needs and fit the requirement of their work
place organisation.
The course is committed to be transformational
to participants and to contribute to the
organisations that support them.

Please contact us for details:
Dr. Christine Oliver
christine.oliver@beds.ac.uk
+44 7803 987940

Martin Miksits
martin.miksits@beds.ac.uk
+43 660 4444009

http://www.beds.ac.uk/howtoapply/courses/postgraduate/current-year/systemic-leadership-and-organisational-development

